EXPLORING THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Mission to Space
Let’s play a game!

Choose one of the four missions and its
matching game piece. Now, take turns rolling
the dice and moving your game piece to
advance through the board.
There are five sections of the game: Planning,
Engineering, Launch, Data Collection, and
Data Analysis. Each section gives the player
a sample of what happens during a mission
to space.
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Try It! Mission Control sends commands
to spacecraft in batches. Read the following
commands: blink 3 times, wave both hands,
turn around, pat your head. Now turn the card
over. How many commands can you remember
ZLWKRXWORRNLQJ"

Time Challenge!
Mission Control
to think quickly
needs
when
happens on a mission.something unexpec ted
Can you think quickly,
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¡Haz la prueba! El Centro de Control envía
órdenes por tandas. Lee las siguientes órdenes:
parpadea 3 veces, saluda con ambas manos, da
la vuelta, tócate la cabeza. Ahora voltea la carta.
&X£QWDVµUGHQHVSXHGHVUHFRUGDUVLQPLUDU"
¡Reto contra el
reloj! El Centro
de Control
necesita pensar
rápido
inesperado durante cuando sucede algo
SXHGHVSHQVDUU£S una misión. ¿Tú también
SDODEUDVTXHULP LGR"(QXPHUDSRUORPHQRV
HQFRQŏOXQDŐcDQ
acabe el tiempo!
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Data Collection

If you land on a Mission Boost space, draw
a Mission Boost card. Each card has a
mini-challenge relating to Earth and space.
Complete the challenge to earn an extra turn!
(If you don’t want to do the challenge on your
card, just place it at the bottom of the pile
and draw another card.)
When you reach the Data Collection section
of the board, you will need to collect 10 data
points before you can leave the loop. Use the
whiteboard to keep track of your points.
The first person to complete their mission
wins the game. Read about what your mission
discovered and share it with your group!

A successful mission to space takes a lot of planning,
research, and curiosity.
Developing, planning, and completing a mission
to space is a complex process with many steps.
Mission teams include scientists, engineers,
technicians, artists, and members from many
more professions. They work together to develop
questions, plan experiments, and build spacecraft
that will explore our planet, the solar system,
and beyond!
NASA has carried out many Earth and space
missions using aircraft, spacecraft, and surface
explorers. Each mission has unique goals and
NASA’s Juno spacecraft captured
needs, but all require careful planning and
this image of Jupiter’s stormy
northern hemisphere.
execution. Specialized on-board instruments
must withstand the powerful forces of launch—
and sometimes landing—and the harsh environment of space. Whether their
destination is Earth’s orbit, another planet, or even the Sun, spacecraft need to
arrive intact before they can collect data. Once they do, they can begin capturing
images, recording temperatures, or analyzing samples. The mission team shares
this data with scientists all around the world to understand it and to come up
with new questions for the next mission.
Missions to space are full of surprises and challenges. The Mars rover
Opportunity is a well-known example of some of the surprises NASA mission
teams can encounter. Opportunity landed on the surface of Mars in 2004
to explore past water activity, rocks, and
soils on the planet. It was only designed
for a 90-day mission. But Opportunity sent
data back to Earth for over 14 years before
communications stopped in late 2018,
returning over 217,000 images in total! This
surprisingly long rover adventure on Mars also
came with challenges for the NASA mission
team, like plotting safe pathways over big
boulders and up dangerously steep slopes.
An artist’s depiction of Opportunity
on the surface of Mars.

